Directors’ Report for June 10, 2020

Phil and I have continued with weeding (inside and outside!), cleaning all shelves, watching training videos, and attending webinars.

I’m still working on a summer reading program that will consist of a list of things to complete by a certain date. I think purchasing gift cards from local businesses would be good for prizes, or purchase small items from local businesses and make up a basket of some kind. This got put on a back burner but I hope to have this ready by month’s end.

The internet upgrade is complete.

Hand sanitizer station should be here on June 11. Two stations for mounting outside will arrive around June 22-26, the earliest ship dates I could find. Rachel Zero and Stanley Town Square purchased umbrellas for tables to be set up in the square.

There have been a few complaints about us being closed and not holding any in person programs. Others are very appreciative of curbside services.

Our first online program, Citizen Science with John Rember was a success. We had 16 people attend. John was also pleased. Our virtual flower walk is scheduled for Tuesday, June 16 at 6:00 pm. We need to have a book discussion of some sort!